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Abstract: In the present paper, the heat transfer of gravity-driven dense particle flow around five
different shapes of tubes is numerically studied using discrete element method (DEM). The velocity
vector, particle contact number, particle contact time and heat transfer coefficient of particle flow
at different particle zones around the tube are carefully analyzed. The results show that the effect
of tube shape on the particle flow at both upstream and downstream regions of different tubes are
remarkable. A particle stagnation zone and particle cavity zone are formed at the upstream and
downstream regions of all the tubes. Both the stagnation and cavity zones for the circular tube are the
largest, and they are the smallest for the elliptical tube. As the particle outlet velocity (vout) changes
from 0.5 mm/s to 8 mm/s at dp = 1.72 mm/s, when compared with the circular tube, the heat transfer
coefficient of particle flow for the elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube can increase by 20.3% and
15.0% on average, respectively. The proper design of the downstream shape of the tube can improve
the overall heat transfer performance more efficiently. The heat transfer coefficient will increase as
particle diameter decreases.

Keywords: gravity-driven particle flow; discrete element method; heat transfer enhancement

1. Introduction

In the recent years, the world’s energy and environmental problems have become more and
more prominent, which makes it urgent to improve energy efficiency and develop sustainable energy
techniques. Moving bed heat exchanger (MBHE), with the advantages of low cost, clean energy and
wide particle size adaptation, is gradually applied in many high temperature waste heat recovery
industries [1], such as slag [2], cement [3], coke [4] and concentrated solar power (CSP) [5]. For the
MBHE, the granular flow inside is driven by the gravity, and the heat transfer is relatively lower [6]
as compared with packed bed [7] or fluidized bed [8]. Therefore, it is important to improve the heat
transfer of particle flow in the MBHE.

The type of heat transfer element in the MBHE may include horizontal tubes, vertical tubes and
parallel plates. For the MBHE with vertical tubes [9] or parallel plates inside [10], the solid particles
move vertically along the tubes or palates without fully mixing, which would limit the heat transfer of
particle flow along the tubes or plates in the MBHE. However, the particle flow around a horizontal
tube should be disordered and fully mixed [11], and the heat transfer around the horizontal tube
should be better. Many researchers have studied the effects of particle material, particle size, particle
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velocity, finned tube and layout of horizontal tubes in the MBHE. Qoaider et al. [12] found that the
heat transfer performance of MBHE with mixed particles of 50% sand and 50% basalt particles were
30% better than that of MBHE with 100% sand particles by experiment. Increasing particle velocity can
significantly improve the heat transfer coefficient, Al-Ansary et al. [13] found that the heat transfer
coefficient would increase from 80 W/(m2

·K) to 160 W/(m2
·K) as the sand velocity increased from

1 mm/s to 3 mm/s. Nguyen et al. [14] found that, when the particle velocity changes from 3 mm/s to
10 mm/s, finned tubes can enhance heat transfer as compared with the smooth tubes. Liu et al. [1]
analyzed the effects of particle diameter, particle velocity and tube arrangement on the performances
of heat exchanger by experiment. They found that the heat transfer performance is better in staggered
heat exchanger and the heat transfer coefficient increased as the particle size decreased or as the particle
velocity increased. However, when the particles flowed around the horizontal tube, a stagnation zone
would form at the upstream region of the tube and a cavity zone would form at the downstream region
of the tube [15], which would seriously affect the flow and heat transfer of particles [16]. The particles
in the stagnation zone move slowly or even remain stationary, while the particles in the cavity zone
are almost untouched with the tube wall. Bartsch and Zunft studied the dense granular flow around
horizontal tubes by CFD model [17], discrete element method (DEM) model and experiment [18].
The simulation results could well capture both the stagnation zone and cavity zone at the upstream
and downstream of the tube, which was consistent with the experimental results. The heat transfer
coefficient in these two zones was the lowest, and the heat transfer mainly occurred on the side region
of the tube wall [19]. Therefore, it is an effective way to improve heat transfer performance of particle
flow in the MBHE by reducing both the stagnation zone and cavity zone around the tube, such as using
vibration or profiled tubes. Guo et al. [20] found that vibration could accelerate the renewal of particles
at the upstream region of the tube, strengthen particle contact at the downstream region of the tube
and increase the heat transfer coefficient of particle flow around the tube. However, the vibration may
also significantly increase the wear rate of the tube. As for profiled tubes, Morris et al. [21] developed
a continuum model for flowing particles heat transfer and studied the particle flow in the hexagonal
tube array in the solar receiver [22], where the particle inlet velocity was up to 1 m/s and the thermal
performance was obviously affected by the particle size. They found that the overall heat transfer
increased as particle mass flow rate increased. Furthermore, Takeuchi [11] experimentally studied the
heat transfer of particle flow around a circular tube, an elliptical tube and a lenticular tube. The study
showed that the effect of tube shape on the heat transfer performance of particle flow around the tube
was remarkable, and the performance of lenticular tube was the best.

According to the above studies, it should be noted that the effect of tube shape on the heat transfer
of particle flow around tube is remarkable. In order to further understand the mechanism of this
effect and improve the heat transfer performance of particle flow in the MBHE, the heat transfer of
gravity-driven dense particle flow around different tubes was numerically investigated in the present
study, including circular tube, elliptical tube, flat elliptical tube and the combination of elliptical tube
and flat elliptical tube. A variety of factors, such as velocity vector, particle contact number, particle
contact time and heat transfer coefficient of particle flow at different particle zones around the tube are
carefully analyzed. Meanwhile, the effect of particle diameter on heat transfer is discussed. The results
of the present study would be important and beneficial for the optimal design of MBHEs.

2. Physical Model and Computational Method

2.1. Physical Model

The physical model for particle flow around a single tube is presented in Figure 1. As shown
in Figure 1a, the spherical particles flow around a single tube from the top to bottom in the particle
flow channel and exchange heat with the tube wall. The dimensions of the particle flow channel are L
(length) ×W (width) × H (height), and the particle diameter (dp) is mainly fixed at 1.72 mm. The tube
is located in the channel center. All the vertical channel walls are adiabatic, and the temperature of
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tube wall is kept at Ttube = 287 K. Particles are generated at the entrance of the flow channel, and the
particle inlet temperature is kept at Tin = 773 K. All particles are driven by the gravity and have a dense
filling in the flow channel. The particle velocity in the channel is controlled at the outlet [5], and the
particle outlet velocity is kept constant along the vertical direction (z). As shown in Figure 1b, five
different tubes are adopted for the study, including circular tube, elliptical tube, flat elliptical tube,
elliptical-flat elliptical tube and flat elliptical-elliptical tube, where the perimeters of different tube
cross sections are kept the same. Typical geometric parameters of the particle flow channel and tubes
are presented in Table 1. In the present study, the particle flow around tube wall is divided into three
zones, including the upstream region of the tube (Zone 1), the side region of the tube (Zone 2), and the
downstream region of the tube (Zone 3). The geometric divisions of different particle zones are also
presented in Figure 1b.
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Table 1. Typical geometric parameters of particle flow channel and tubes.

L (mm) W (mm) H (mm) rc (mm) rfe (mm) lfe (mm) ae (mm) be (mm)

39 18 45 7.5 4.87 8.29 19.48 9.74

2.2. DEM Method and Heat Transfer Model

In the present study, the flow and heat transfer of particles are simulated with discrete element
method (DEM). For DEM simulations, the Newton’s second law [23] is used to calculate the forces
on each particle and track the particle motions. For gravity-driven dense particle flow, since the
particle filling rate is high and particles move very slowly, the effect of the gas flow between particles is
insignificant [24]. Therefore, the gas flow is not considered for the simulations, and the Hertz-Mindlin
soft sphere model [25,26] is adopted to simulate the dense particle flow process, where the normal
force and tangential force between particles are treated with equivalent spring, damper and slider
to simplify the contact between particles. The contact force is calculated according to the normal
overlap and tangential displacement of particles. The equations used to calculate the contact force of
particle-particle or particle-wall are as follows:
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ln2 e + π2

√
2Eeqmeq
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where Fn and Ft are the normal and tangential components of the contact force. Eeq, Req, and meq are
the equivalent Young’s modulus, radius, and mass. δn and δt are normal and tangential displacements.
Vn

rel and Vt
rel are the relative normal and tangential translational velocities. e and µs are the restitution

coefficient and the translational friction coefficient.
As for heat transfer of particle flow, the heat transfer form particle to particle (p-p) or from particle

to the tube wall (p-w) includes heat conduction, thermal convection and thermal radiation, where the
heat conduction consists of heat conduction inside particles, physical contact heat conduction and
heat conduction through gas film surround particles. In the present study, since particles move quite
slowly, the gas convection heat transfer is very small [27]. The thermal convection of gas flow between
particles is not considered in the simulations. The heat transfer model adopted in the present paper
is based on the following assumptions, (1) the diameter of all particles is the same; (2) the gas heat
capacity is ignored [28]; (3) particles are wrapped with gas film and its thickness is 0.1 dp [29]; (4) the
heat transfer between particles is along the radial direction of particles; (5) the thermal properties of
gas and particles are kept constant, as listed in Table 2. The correlation of the heat transfer (Q) with
temperature difference (∆T), total thermal resistance (Rtotal) and time (t) is presented in Equation (3),
and the total thermal resistance (Rtotal) is calculated based on the thermal resistance network, as shown
in Figure 2.

Q = ∆t∆T/Rtotal (3)

Table 2. Typical physical properties of gas and particles (Liu et al. [1]).

Parameter ρs (kg/m3) ks (W/(m·K)) cp,s (J/(kg·K)) kg (W/(m·K))

Value 2848 0.55 1210 0.0257
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Figure 2. Schematic of thermal resistance network: (a) the case for particle–particle; (b) the case
for particle–wall (R1: thermal conduction resistance inside particles; R2: physical contact thermal
conduction resistance; R3: thermal conduction resistance through gas film; R4: thermal radiation
resistance; “G-C” means contact only with gas film; “P–C” means physical contact).

The thermal conduction resistance includes thermal conduction resistance inside particles (R1),
physical contact thermal conduction resistance (R2) and thermal conduction resistance through gas
film (R3). According to Fourier’s law [30], the thermal resistance R1 and the thermal resistance R3 are
formulated as follows:

R1 =
3√2− 1

2πksr(1− cosα)
(4)
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where α is an angle related to the intersection of gas film and β is a starting point angle for the
calculation of thermal conduction resistance through gas film, which are both presented in Figure 3
and Equations (6) and (7); lij is the distance for the case of particle-particle or particle-wall, as shown in
Figure 3; r is the particle radius and rg is the particle radius plus gas film (rg = 0.6 dp).
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when the contact is only with gas film and the gas film overlap is larger than gas free path, the value of
β is equal to 0.

The physical contact thermal conduction resistance R2 [31] is formulated as follows:

R2 =

2ks

(
3Fnr
4Eeq

)1/3−1

(8)

where Fn is normal direction force and Eeq is Young’s modulus.
According to the Stefan–Boltzmann law, the thermal radiation resistance (R4) is presented in

Equation (9). Xij is the view factor, as presented in Equation (10). σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant
and ε is the surface emissivity. When the particle contacts with the tube wall, Xij is equal to 0.315 [32].
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At the beginning of DEM simulations, randomly packed high-temperature particles were generated
in the particle flow channel. Then, particles start to flow in the channel under gravity. High temperature
particles are cooled when they flow around the tube. Meanwhile, new particles were generated and
continuously enter into the channel at the inlet. During the whole simulation process, the total particle
number inside the channel is kept constant. Typical mechanical parameters for the DEM simulations
are listed in Table 3, and the heat transfer coefficient (h) of particle flow around the tube is defined
as follows:

h =
q

Atube(Tin − Ttube)
(11)

where q is the heat flux on the tube wall; Atube is the heat transfer area of tube wall; Tin is the particle
inlet temperature; Ttube is the tube wall temperature.
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Table 3. Typical mechanical parameters for discrete element method (DEM) simulations.

Mechanical Parameters Value Mechanical Parameters Value

E (particle, GPa) 0.55 Static friction coefficient (p-p) 0.154
E (wall, GPa) 182 Rolling friction coefficient (p-w) 0.1

Poisson’s ratio (particle) 0.25 Rolling friction coefficient (p-p) 0.1
Poisson’s ratio (wall) 0.30 Restitution coefficient (p-w) 0.5

Static friction coefficient (p-w) 0.154 Restitution coefficient (p-p) 0.3

The variations of heat flux (q) on the tube wall with time for the particle flow around a circular tube
at vout = 0.5 mm/s are presented in Figure 4. It shows that, when dq/dt is quite small (dq/dt < 0.05%),
the particle flow and heat transfer around the tube should be quasi-steady. In the present study, the
simulation results within the 30 s after the quasi-steady state are extracted for the analysis.
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2.3. Model Validations

In order to validate the reliability and accuracy of present computational model and methods,
the heat transfer coefficients obtained with DEM simulations are compared with the experimental
results of Liu et al. [1]. The variations of heat transfer coefficient (h) for the particle flow through a
tube row are presented in Figure 5. It is found that the variation trend of the heat transfer coefficients
obtained by the DEM simulation is similar to the experimental results. The maximum deviation
between the simulation and experimental results is 16.3%, and the average deviation is 11.8%. In the
present simulation, the particle is simplified as sphere and the particle outlet velocity is kept constant
for each certain case, while the particles used in the experiments [1] were irregular and the distribution
of particle outlet velocity were not uniform. Therefore, the deviations exist between present simulation
results and experimental results [1].
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3. Results and Discussion

The velocity vector distributions of particle flowing around different tubes at a certain time are
presented in Figure 6. This shows that the effect of tube shape on the particle flow at both upstream
(Zone 1) and downstream (Zone 3) regions of different tubes is remarkable. It is noted that the particle
velocity at the upstream region (Zone 1) of different tubes is very small and a particle stagnation
zone is formed. Meanwhile, it is noted that, at the downstream region (Zone 3) of different tubes,
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a particle cavity zone is formed, where particles are almost untouched on the tube wall. For particle
flow around different tubes, it is found that both the stagnation and cavity zones for the circular tube
are the largest, and they are the smallest for the elliptical tube. This may indicate that, for the elliptical
tube, particles can renew faster at the upstream region (Zone 1) of the tube and the tube wall can be
touched with more particles at the downstream region (Zone 3) of the tube. Therefore, the heat transfer
of particle flow around an elliptical tube would be better. For the elliptical-flat elliptical tube and flat
elliptical-elliptical tube, the characteristics of the stagnation zone and cavity zone are consistent with
the tube with the same shapes at upstream region and downstream region.
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The variations of time-averaged particle contact number with vout for different tubes are presented
in Figure 7. The contacting situation between particles and tube wall is well reflected by using
time-averaged particle contacting number on the unit area of tube surface. In the present study, the
tube wall is considered to be touched by particles as the gas film surrounding the particle surface
(δ = 0.1 dp) touches the tube wall. As shown in Figure 7, when the particle outlet velocity (vout) varies
from 0.5 mm/s to 8 mm/s, the particle contact numbers at different zones of all the tubes change very
little with vout. The particle contact numbers at Zone 1 of all the tubes are the highest and they are the
lowest at Zone 3. At Zone 1 and Zone 2, the particle contact numbers of elliptical tube, flat elliptical
tube, elliptical-flat elliptical tube and flat elliptical-elliptical tube are close to each other. At Zone 1, the
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particle contact number of circular tube is a little higher than that of the elliptical tube, flat elliptical
tube, elliptical-flat elliptical tube and flat elliptical-elliptical tube, while at Zone 2, the particle contact
number of circular tube is a little lower. As for Zone 3, big differences of particle contact number
existed for different tubes. As compared with the circular tube, the particle contact number at Zone 3 of
the elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube can increase by 112.3% and 53.5%. Due to the same tube shape
at the downstream region, the particle contact numbers at Zone 3 of the elliptical-flat elliptical tube
and the flat elliptical-elliptical tube are quite close to those of the flat elliptical tube and elliptical tube.
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In order to compare the particle renewal situations at the stagnation zone (Zone 1) of particle flow
around different tubes, the variations of particle contact time with vout at Zone 1 of different tubes are
analyzed, as presented in Figure 8. The contacting time of particles with tube wall for unit length of
tube is a cumulative variable. The contacting time of particles is accumulated when the tube wall is
touched by the gas film surrounding the particle, which is the average result for particles contacting
the tube at each time step. As shown in Figure 8, it is found that, as particle outlet velocity (vout)
increases from 0.5 mm/s to 8 mm/s, the particle contact time with the tube wall at Zone 1 of different
tubes decreases rapidly, and the particle flow at the stagnation zone of all the tubes is accelerated.
Furthermore, it is found that under the same particle outlet velocity (vout), the particle contact time
at Zone 1 of the circular tube is highest and it is the lowest for the elliptical tube, which means the
particle flow renewal situation at the stagnation zone (Zone 1) of elliptical tube is the best. Due to the
same tube shape at Zone 1, the particle contact times at Zone 1 of the elliptical-flat elliptical tube and
the flat elliptical-elliptical tube are almost the same to those of the elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube.
As compared with the circular tube, when vout = 0.5 mm/s, the particle contact time at Zone 1 of the
elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube can decrease by 39% and 21%.
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The variations of local heat transfer coefficients of particle flow with vout for different tubes are
presented in Figure 9. The local heat transfer coefficient of particle flow at Zone 1 of elliptical tube is
a little higher than that of the flat elliptical tube, while the local heat transfer coefficient of circular
tube is the lowest, as shown in Figure 9a. At Zone 1, the difference of particle contact number between
different tubes is small (see Figure 7), while the particle contact time of the circular tube is obviously
higher (see Figure 8); therefore, the local heat transfer of particle flow at Zone 1 on the circular tube is
lower. When the particle outlet velocity (vout) changes from 0.5 mm/s to 8 mm/s, as compared with the
circular tube, the local heat transfer coefficient of particle flow at Zone 1 on the elliptical tube and flat
elliptical tube can increase by 19.7% and 16.9% on average, respectively. As Zone 2 is concerned, it
shows that the local heat transfer coefficients of particle flow on different tubes are quite similar, which
may indicate that the particle contact situation at the side region of particle flow on different tubes
should be similar, as shown in Figure 9b For the circular tube, although the particle contact number at
Zone 2 is the lowest when compared with other tubes, there are more new particles contacting with
the tube wall at Zone 2 due to the highest contact time at Zone 1, which would lead to similar heat
transfer coefficients to those of other tubes. At Zone 3, it shows that the difference of local heat transfer
coefficients of particle flow for different tubes is relatively large, as shown in Figure 9b. The local heat
transfer coefficient of particle flow at Zone 3 for the elliptical tube is the highest and it is the lowest for
the circular tube. The cavity zone formed at downstream region of the elliptical tube is the smallest
(see Figure 6) and particle contact number at Zone 3 for the elliptical tube is the highest (see Figure 7);
therefore, the local heat transfer of particle flow at Zone 3 for the elliptical tube is the highest. When
the particle outlet velocity (vout) changes from 0.5 mm/s to 8 mm/s, as compared with the circular tube,
the local heat transfer coefficient of particle flow at Zone 3 for the elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube
can increase by 210.0% and 130.4% on average, respectively. Finally, it is found that the local heat
transfer coefficients of the elliptical-flat elliptical tube and the flat elliptical-elliptical tube at Zone 1 and
Zone 3 are almost the same to those of the tubes with the same shape at these zones.

The variations of heat transfer coefficients of particles flow with vout for different tubes are
presented in Figure 10. It shows that as the particle outlet velocity (vout) increases, the heat transfer
coefficient of particle for all the tubes increases gradually. The heat transfer coefficient of particle
flow around elliptical tube is the highest and it is the lowest for the circular tube. As the particle
outlet velocity (vout) changes from 0.5 mm/s to 8 mm/s, when compared with the circular tube, the
heat transfer coefficient of particle flow for the elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube can increase by
20.3% and 15.0% on average. As compared with the flat elliptical tube, the elliptical-flat elliptical tube
would enhance the heat transfer at the upstream region of the tube, and the flat elliptical-elliptical
tube would improve the heat transfer at the downstream region of the tube, as shown in Figure 9.
The heat transfer coefficient of the flat elliptical-elliptical tube is higher than that of the elliptical-flat
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elliptical tube, which shows that the optimization of particle flow and heat transfer at the downstream
region of the tube can improve the overall heat transfer performance more efficiently. The heat transfer
coefficients of these two shapes of tubes are higher than that of the flat elliptical tube but lower than
that of the elliptical tube.
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Finally, the variations of heat transfer coefficients for the particle flow around an elliptical tube
with different particle diameter (dp) are presented in Figure 11. It shows that, as the particle diameter
decreases from 2.5 mm to 1 mm, the heat transfer coefficients of particle flow around the elliptical tube
increase, which is consistent with the experimental results of Liu et al. [1]. When vout = 2 mm/s, as the
particle diameter decreases from 2.5 mm to 1 mm, the local heat transfer coefficients of particle flow
at the upstream region (E_Zone 1), side region (E_Zone 2) and downstream region (E_Zone 3) of an
elliptical tube can increase by 61.1%, 59.4% and 102.6%, and the heat transfer coefficient around the
elliptical tube can increase by 63.6% on average.
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4. Conclusions

In the present study, the heat transfer of gravity-driven dense particle flow around different tubes
was numerically investigated with discrete element method (DEM), including circular tube, elliptical
tube, flat elliptical tube and the combination of elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube. A variety of factors,
such as velocity vector, particle contact number, particle contact time and heat transfer coefficient of
particle flow at different particle zones around the tube are carefully analyzed. Meanwhile, the effect
of particle diameter on heat transfer is discussed. The main findings are as follows:

(1) The effect of tube shape on the particle flow at both upstream (Zone 1) and downstream
(Zone 3) regions of different tubes is remarkable. A particle stagnation zone and particle cavity zone
are formed at the upstream and downstream regions of all the tubes. Both the stagnation and cavity
zones for the circular tube are the largest, and they are the smallest for the elliptical tube. Furthermore,
the effect of tube shape on the particle contact number and particle contact time at different zones of
particle flow for different tubes is quite different. As for the particle contact number, big differences
existed at Zone 3 for different tubes. As compared with the circular tube, when dp = 1.72 mm, the
particle contact number at Zone 3 of the elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube can increase by 112.3% and
53.5%, respectively. When vout = 0.5 mm/s and dp = 1.72 mm, the particle contact time at Zone 1 of the
elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube can decrease by 39% and 21% as compared with the circular tube.

(2) The heat transfer performances of particle flow around different tubes are different. It is found
that, at Zone 3, the difference of local heat transfer coefficients of particle flow for different tubes is
quite large. When the particle outlet velocity (vout) changes from 0.5 mm/s to 8 mm/s at dp = 1.72 mm,
as compared with the circular tube, the local heat transfer coefficient of particle flow at Zone 3 for
the elliptical tube and flat elliptical tube can increase by 210.0% and 130.4% on average, respectively.
Furthermore, as the particle outlet velocity (vout) changes from 0.5 mm/s to 8 mm/s at dp = 1.72 mm,
when compared with the circular tube, the heat transfer coefficient of particle flow for the elliptical
tube and flat elliptical tube can increase by 20.3% and 15.0% on average, respectively. With proper
design of the downstream shape of the tube, the overall heat transfer performance can be improved
more efficiently. As the particle diameter (dp) decreases from 2.5 mm to 1 mm at vout = 2 mm/s, the
heat transfer coefficient of particle flow around an elliptical tube can increase by 63.6% on average.

The present results show that the heat transfer performance of particle flow around the elliptical
tube is better than that of the circular tube and flat elliptical tube. Therefore, the elliptical tube would
have a better application prospect in the MBHE. Furthermore, the heat transfer performance inside the
tube and the economic analysis for the elliptical tube should be performed in the future.
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Nomenclature

A area (m2)
ae major axis length of elliptical tube cross section (m)
be minor axis length of elliptical tube cross section (m)
cp specific heat (J/(kg·K))
dp particle diameter (m)
D distance from tube wall (m)
e restitution coefficient
E Young modulus (GPa)
Fn normal component of the contact force (N)
Ft tangential component of the contact force (N)
g gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
H channel height (m)
h heat transfer coefficient (W/(m2

·K))
k thermal conductivity (W/(m·K))
L channel length (m)
l distance of particle-particle or particle-wall (m)
lfe side length of flat elliptical tube (m)
m mass (kg)
N particle number
Nc particle contact number
Q heat (J)
q heat flux (W)
R thermal resistance (K/W)
r particle radius (m)
rc circular tube radius (m)
rfe flat elliptical tube radius (m)
T temperature (K)
t time (s)
v velocity (m/s)
Vn

rel relative normal translational velocity (m/s)
Vt

rel relative tangential translational velocity (m/s)
W channel width (m)
Greek Letters
α, β, Θ angles (rad)
δ gas film thickness (m)
δn normal displacement (m)
δt tangential displacement (m)
ε surface emissivity
µs translational friction coefficient
ρ density (kg/m3)
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant (W/(m2

·K4))
ϕ porosity
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Subscripts
eq equivalent parameters
g gas
i, j index
in inlet
n normal direction
out outlet
s solid
Abbreviations
DEM discrete element method
G-C only contact with gas film
MBHE moving bed heat exchanger
P-C physical contact
p-p particle-particle
p-w particle-wall
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